Disorganization of semantic memory underlies alogia in schizophrenia: an analysis of verbal fluency performance in Japanese subjects.
Patients with schizophrenia exhibit impaired semantic memory as well as deficits in a wide range of language-related functions, such as verbal fluency, comprehension and production of complex sentences. Since language and memory disturbances may underlie some of the psychotic symptoms of schizophrenia, the present study investigated the specific association between alogia (i.e. poverty of speech, poverty of content of speech, blocking, and increased latency of response) and semantic memory organization using the category fluency task (CFT) as a measure of verbal fluency. Thirty-eight patients with schizophrenia and an equal number of normal controls entered the study. Semantic structure was derived from multidimensional scaling analysis using sequential word outputs from the CFT. Patients with schizophrenia revealed disorganized semantic structure (e.g. irregular association of category members) compared with controls, consistent with previous reports. The patients were then divided into two groups, i.e. alogia- and non-alogia subjects, based on the Alogia scores from the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS). The symptom-based analysis showed that the semantic structure for the alogia group (Alogia score < or =2) was more disorganized than that for the non-alogia group (Alogia score <1) although the number of words produced did not differ between the two groups. The results of cluster analysis revealed the presence of bizarre coherence specifically in the alogia group. These results indicate that semantic memory disorganization may contribute to the symptom of alogia in schizophrenia. In addition, this is one of the few studies that examined verbal fluency in Japanese patients with schizophrenia and suggest that the language abnormalities in schizophrenia are universal.